
Caring for your loved ones
4family



4family app

4family is a mobile application, thanks to which you can better take care of the safety of your relatives.

All this is due to the wide functionality of the 4family application, featuring simple interfaces installed on the

4family Host and 4family User devices paired with each other. The application allows you to remotely assist your

loved ones with the use of the phone when needed, receive SOS notifications from the 4family User in case of

emergency, or view in real time where their loved are.



Target groups

SENIORS

CHILDREN

Classic phoneSmartband Smartphone



The 4family User gains: The 4family Host gains:

➢ Knowledge of the approximate location of the 4family User by the 4family 
Host

➢ Help from a 4family Host who can remotely set reminders for meetings, 
taking medication, other important matters on the 4family User phone

➢ Possibility to report an SOS in important cases

➢ Voice messages from the 4family Host with guidance
or advice

➢ Remote help to manage your phone, its settings, applications and contacts

➢ Information in the form of notifications concerning the low battery 
level of the 4family User's phone and remote assistance in 
managing his or her phone

➢ Possibility of remote supervision over a parent or child

➢ Voice and text message functions with advice or reminders for 
medical appointments, extra activities, etc.

➢ Receiving SOS alerts or security zone crossing notifications with 
the ability to react quickly

➢ Option to remotely manage the phone of the 4family user i.e. a 
child, including: adding events and reminders in the calendar, new 
contacts and applications

Why is it worthwhile?



➢ Mobile phone with the Application installed by the Application Provider,

➢ Micro SD memory card, minimum card size 1 GB,

➢ SIM card with activated GPRS data transmission.

- ,

➢ Smartphone with Android operating system version 5.0 or newer or iOS operating system version iOS 
9.0 or newer,

➢ RAM minimum 512 MB,

➢ Application installed from Google Play Store (Android system) or App Store (iOS system).

The 4family User:

The 4family Host:

Technical requirements



Available at:

Mobile app



All messages and notifications
appear in Chat:
• text messages

• voice messages
• battery level notifications
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Mobile app



Photocontacts 2.8” Charging
station

SOS Button2.0 Mpx Dual SIM

Devices



Photocontacts 3.2” Easy access to 
flashlight

SOS Button Metal frame2.0 Mpx

Devices



0.95” 600 mAh

SOS ButtonGPS Simple voice
messages

SIM

SIM card

Devices



Thank you.


